Solutions for World Class Performance

Since 1991, PES has been involved in numerous Operations Design
and Re-engineering projects. Over time, we have developed a
practical, systematic six-phase approach to ensure projects make good
business sense, run smoothly, and deliver what’s promised.

The following page shows the phases involved in a typical project
along with the major steps of each phase and examples of
deliverables. This methodology is easily adaptable to a variety of
projects and clients and not every phase and/or step is required for
every project.
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Feasibility
Study/Master
Plan

Detail
Planning /Bid
Specification

Bidding

• Visit plant/warehouse
• Conduct operations
assessment and/or
productivity audit
• Perform process
benchmarking (can be
postponed to Phase 1)
• Identify problems and
opportunities
• Review and assess data needs
vs. availability
• Define project scope and
approach

• Define client objectives and
constraints
• Collect data, conduct field
checks and develop database
• Establish appropriate strategies
and design criteria
• Develop material and
information flow requirements
and activity relationships
• Balance space requirements
with availability
• Identify and incorporate best
practices
• Develop alternative solutions
• Develop mathematical and/or
simulation models to test
• Evaluate alternative solutions
• Tour plants to observe proven
technology and lessons learned

• Define final design criteria
• Refine layout drawings of
preferred solution.
• Prepare written
documentation of system
description, sequence of
operations, production and
work methods, material
handling and storage methods,
inventory controls
• Perform dynamic simulation
analysis if appropriate
• Assist in obtaining special
studies
• Prepare bid specifications
• Establish tentative list of
vendors

• Evaluate bidders
qualifications and develop list
• Establish bid evaluation
procedure
• Solicit bids
• Issue addenda as appropriate
to clarify, correct or change
bidding documents
• Receive and evaluate
proposals
• Award contract

• Written and oral presentation
of assessment report,
productivity audit and/or
benchmark study
• Executive summary
• Proposed schedule
• Total fees for Phase 1
• Management commitment

• Layout drawings of solution
concepts
• Description of planned material
and information flow and
activity relationships
• Space analysis
• Quantitative model of concept
• Labor estimates
• Budgetary pricing
• Time-phased action plan
• Written and oral presentation of
results

• Bid documents
• Final layout drawings
• Description of system,
sequence of ops, production
and work methods, material
handling and storage methods,
inventory control policies
• Labor requirements
• Simulation model and
performance measures
• Economic analysis
• Implementation milestones

•
•
•
•
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Competitive proposals
Selected vendor with contract
Implementation schedule
Testing plans

4
Implementation
Support

5
Continuous
Improvement

• Establish communication
procedures
• Plan for move
• Review installation drawings.
• Observe progress of
installation
• Interpret contract documents
and issue clarifications as
required
• Maintain punch lists
• Coordinate equipment startup, test procedure and buyoff
• Coordinate training programs
• Audit new system

• Monitor Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs)
• Conduct operations
assessment and/or
productivity audit
• Identify and eliminate
wasteful operations
• Simplify, processes,
procedures and systems
• Reallocate (rebalance)
operations
• Leverage advancements in
technology and manufacturing
methods

• An integrated operating
system
• Fully-trained personnel
• As-built documents
• Operation and maintenance
manuals
• Warranties

• A streamlined and
competitive operation
• Continued ROI and improved
performance

*

Note: PES recognizes that each and every client’s needs are somewhat unique.
Therefore, the above process is customizable and not all phases/steps are applicable to
every project. Conversely, additional steps may be necessary from time to time.
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DESCRIPTION OF PHASES

0

1

2

3

4

5

Initiation
Study

This preliminary phase assists companies identify opportunities to improve their operations
and determines the direction of subsequent project efforts. The intent of the initiation phase is
to define the project in terms of objectives and scope of services, analysis methods, and
expected investment, benefits and schedule. It may include an Operations Assessment,
Productivity Audit and/or Process Benchmarking Study. The Operations Assessment will
identify gaps in the manufacturing or warehousing operations and help prioritize improvement
projects. The Productivity Audit will assess the effectiveness of labor utilization and
highlight imbalances in workload. The Process Benchmarking Study will provide
comparisons of your capabilities and identify best practices.

Feasibility
Study/Master
Plan

This phase addresses project/program requirements and solutions in their conception or early
planning phases and can assist with critical decisions that directly affect long term business
performance. Typical applications include evaluating alternative material handling and
storage methods, rearranging plant layout for streamlined flow and exploring modern
manufacturing techniques (e.g., lean). This is where the business case is made (establishing
project practicality and cost justification).

Detail
Planning/Bid
Specification

This phase involves fine tuning the preferred solution (i.e., the solution that is
technologically-workable, cost-effective and meets or exceeds the goals and objectives of the
project). Bid documents/specifications are prepared that accurately depict and detail project
requirements and provide a basis for soliciting truly competitive proposals.

Bidding

This phase is the actual vendor/contractor selection process. It includes establishing the
selection criteria that fit the needs of the project, prequalifying vendors/contractors, soliciting
bids from qualified vendors/contractors, processing proposals, awarding the contract based on
selection criteria and obtaining a detailed implementation schedule.

Implementation
Support

Continuous
Improvement
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This phase is where installation drawings are reviewed and approved, the actual moves to
install the machinery, equipment, and systems as designed are made, and the solution is
commissioned. Field observation is a critical step in this phase to ensure the work is
progressing in general conformance with the design documents to achieve the project
objectives.

Once the new solution is in operation, it’s important to follow up to see that it is functioning
as planned and the expected ROI is being achieved. In addition, it’s essential to make regular
improvements and upgrades to your process to maintain operational excellence. That practice
of continuous improvement is not a destination, but rather a journey directed toward sustained
quality and productivity.
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